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Periodicals

Lesson 11

Section 3 Objectives

When you have completed this section, you should be able to –

– name and describe some of the major periodicals in America.

– name key factors in the development of periodicals in America.

– explain two guidelines Christians should consider in subscribing to magazines.

– analyze the way articles are written, applying the information about thesis, introduction,
body, and conclusion.

– recall information from several articles.

A periodical is any publication printed on a
periodic schedule other than daily; that is, weekly,
biweekly, monthly, bimonthly, or quarterly. We
refer to most periodicals as magazines. The line
between newspapers and magazines, however, is
not always clear. Some magazines look like a
newspaper, and some newspapers carry articles

similar to those in magazines. Generally, however,
magazines are intended for longer shelf life and
are printed on better quality paper. For practical
purposes, we will use the terms magazine and
periodical interchangeably.
The first magazine in America was published

February 13, 1741, and was called the American

Section 3

Periodicals and Articles in
American Literature

Most homes today receive some kind of periodi-
cal—a publication printed and distributed weekly,
monthly, or quarterly. In fact, a magazine rack is
almost standard as a piece of modern furniture.
But the commonness of magazines in America is
something that has developed only in the twenti-
eth century.
This section will review the history of periodi-

cals in America. It will give you opportunity to
read several articles. Do not assume, however,
that a “good” writer (in the literary sense) always
writes good things or that all acclaimed magazines
are worthy of the Christian’s time. They don’t,
and they aren’t.

What has potential for good likewise has poten-
tial for evil. The magazine is no exception. Of the
dozens of magazines you can buy in any grocery
store, most are written to the worldly person.
Some may be informative and helpful, but others
are morally unfit and spiritually dangerous.
Christians, therefore, must be discerning.
The articles in this section will allow you to

watch an emergency surgery, toss you into the 140-
mph turbulence of a hurricane, and finally take
you back 300 years to the forces that shaped
Bunyan’s classic work, The Pilgrim’s Progress.
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Magazine, or A Monthly View. Only three days
later, Benjamin Franklin came out with the first
edition of his General Magazine. Early magazines
took little capital to begin, but even so, only the
rich could afford them. The idea of a monthly
magazine was novel in 1741, and the rich were
apparently hard to convince. The American
Magazine lasted only three months.
More attempts were made, some with more

success than others, but it was almost 150 years
after the first magazine was published before a
magazine was produced and marketed at a price
the general population could afford. In the late
1800s, S. S. McClure began McClure’s Magazine
with a new marketing plan—he sold the magazine
below actual cost and made up the difference with
advertising. The plan worked, and soon other
magazines were doing the same.
Magazines can be classified according to either

content or audience. Content magazines include
newsmagazines, trade and business magazines,
professional magazines, literary magazines, enter-
tainment magazines, and religious magazines.
Audience magazines target men, women, children,
and special interest groups.
There are more than 12,000 magazines

(besides thousands of periodicals published pri-
vately for special groups and nonprofit organiza-
tions) published in America. The most widely sold

magazine in the United States is Reader’s Digest.
In Canada, Reader’s Digest (Canadian edition)
also leads the list of magazine sales. The most
popular Canadian newsmagazine is Maclean’s
Magazine.
Here is a list of some of the more important

magazines in the history of American periodicals:
American Magazine. First magazine published

in America, 1741.
Harper’s Weekly. Begun in 1850 for both infor-

mation and entertainment; still published.
Atlantic Monthly. Begun in 1857 as a literary

magazine; first edited by the American poet,
James Russell Lowell; still published.

McClure’s Magazine. Begun in late 1800s; first
magazine inexpensive enough for the general
public.

Ladies’ Home Journal. Begun in 1883 for
ladies; still published.

Saturday Evening Post. A picture magazine;
became one of the major sources of national infor-
mation in the 1920s and 30s; discontinued in the
1950s because television largely took its place.

Time Newsmagazine. Started in the 1920s;
highest subscription rate today among news-
magazines.

Reader’s Digest. Begun in 1922, this magazine
reprints articles, often in condensed form, from
other publications; highest in sales nationwide.

Complete the sentences.

1. Most periodicals are referred to as .

2. Generally magazines are intended for longer than newspapers
and are printed on better quality .

3. The first magazine in America was published in the year and was called

.

4. The first magazine lasted only .

5. The first magazine to be published cheaply enough for the general population was

.

6. Today there are more than magazines offered to the public.

7. The magazine with the largest circulation in the United States is .

8. The most widely sold newsmagazine in the United States is .

9. A magazine that was discontinued due to television was .

10. In Canada the magazine with the largest circulation is .
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Christians face an almost endless list of
religious magazines begging for subscrip-
tion, ranging from broad-minded nationally
advertised magazines to denominational
publications. There are Christian magazines
for children, teens, families, men, and
women. There are magazines that feature
Christian celebrities and magazines that
focus on special interests such as Biblical
archaeology. Some of these magazines are
high caliber, some are shallow, and some are
dangerously misleading. Many of these mag-
azines advertise themselves with such slick
sales tactics that Christians are made to feel
uneducated, uncaring, or worse if they do
not buy them. What guidelines should
Christians follow in determining what to
buy, or even whether to buy?
First, Christians need to hold high standards for

the literature they read. There is a very worldly
minded “Christianity” today in America, and
unfortunately it seems that this worldly sector con-
trols much of the Christian media. Not only period-
icals, but also many books, seminars, films, tapes,
and CDs offer a “Christianity” that sparkles,
thrills, and pleases. But this is not the
Christianity of the Bible. It is far removed from
the life and teachings of Jesus and the apostles.

There is another guideline, however, that
Christians should consider. While worthy maga-
zines can be effective in building conviction, keep-
ing us aware of current issues and providing
healthy relaxation, they need to find balance
against our call to be wise stewards, against the
responsibility to use our time and money wisely.
How many good magazines would the Lord have
us buy? At what point does information and read-
ing become a luxury in the context of Third-World
poverty? These are questions Christians must
ponder as they face the advertising appeals of
periodicals.

11. A popular newsmagazine in Canada is .

12. In 1857 a literary magazine was begun called ; its first

editor was .

13. A ladies’ magazine begun in the late 1800s and continuing to the present is

.

14. A weekly magazine begun in the mid-1800s for news and entertainment and continuing to the

present is .

List six different kinds of magazines, categorized according to content.

15.
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Complete these activities.

16. State two guidelines Christians should consider in facing pressure to subscribe to magazines.

17. List other media that should receive the same evaluation by Christians.

18. Tell how Christians are pressured to buy “Christian” magazines.

LOOKING BACK . . .

List the three approaches a writer can use in writing a conclusion.

19.

Complete the guidelines for writing a conclusion.

20. a. Don’t write “ ” or similiar wordings.

b. Leave the reader with .

c. Bring your thesis .

“Emergency at Sea”

Lesson 12

Words to Know

caecum (s7å kém). [Also cecum] The pouch forming the beginning of the large intestine.
gob (gäb). A sailor (slang).
sulfanilamide (sél fé nilå é m8d). A white crystalline substance used to treat bacterial infections.
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1 Somewhere near Australia—“They are giv-
ing him ether now,” was what they said back in
the aft torpedo rooms.

2 “He’s gone under, and they’re ready to cut
him open,” the crew whispered, sitting on their
pipe bunks cramped between torpedoes.

3 One man went forward and put his arm
quietly around the shoulder of another man who
was handling the bow diving planes.

4 “Keep her steady, Jake,” he said. “They’ve
just made the first cut. They’re feeling around for
it now.”

5 “They” were a little group of anxious-faced
men with their arms thrust into reversed white
pajama coats. Gauze bandages hid all their
expressions except the tensity in their eyes.

6 “It” was an acute appendix inside Dean
Rector of Chautaugua, Kansas. The stabbing
pains had become unendurable the day before,
which was Rector’s first birthday at sea. He was
nineteen years old.

7 The big depth gauge that looks like a fac-
tory clock and stands beside the red and green
gauges regulating the flooding chambers showed
where they were. They were below the surface.
And above them were enemy waters.

8 The nearest naval surgeon competent to
operate on the nineteen-year-old seaman was
thousands of miles and many days away. There
was just one way to prevent the appendix from
bursting, and that was for the crew to operate
upon their shipmate themselves.

9 And that’s what they did; they operated

upon him. It was probably one of the largest oper-
ations in number of participants that ever
occurred.

10 “He’s ready to take his chance,” the gobs
whispered from bulkhead to bulkhead.

11 The chief surgeon was a twenty-three-
year-old pharmacist’s mate wearing a blue blouse
with a white-tapered collar and squashy white
duck cap. His name was Wheeler B. Lipes from
Newcastle near Roanoke, Virginia, and he had
taken the Navy hospital course in San Diego,
thereafter serving three years in the naval hospi-
tal at Philadelphia.

12 Lipes’ specialty as laboratory technician
was in operating a machine that registers heart-
beats. He was classified as an electrocardiograph-
er. But he had seen Navy doctors take out one or
two appendixes and thought he could do it. Under
the sea, he was given his first chance to operate.

13 There was difficulty about the ether.
When below the surface the pressure inside a boat
is above the atmospheric pressure. More ether is
absorbed under pressure. The submariners did
not know how long their operation would last.

14 They did not know how long it would take
to find the appendix. They did not know whether
there would be enough ether to keep the patient
under throughout the operation.

15 They didn’t want the patient waking up
before they were finished.

16 They decided to operate on the table in the
officers’ wardroom. In the newest and roomiest
American submarine the wardroom is approxi-
mately the size of a Pullman-car drawing room. It
is flanked by bench seats attached to the wall, and
a table occupies the whole room—you enter with

____________________________
1 Reprinted with permission, Chicago Sun-Times, © 1993.

Articles are the vital organs of periodicals.
Usually, a magazine contains an editorial—an
article (or articles) written by the editor(s) reflect-
ing the viewpoint of the magazine on matters of
interest to the magazine’s audience. Beyond the
editorial are other articles, all pumping their
juices or flexing their muscles or somehow making
their contribution to the function of the magazine.
Visual aids such as pictures, charts, and graphs

have made their way into articles, showing statis-
tics, demonstrating procedures, picturing key per-
sons or places, and replacing thousands of words.

Some articles simply could not exist without
graphics. Even so, the articles you will read
demonstrate stirring articles written by writers
who know their craft.
The following article first appeared in a

Chicago newspaper, the Daily News. An emer-
gency occurred on a submarine during World War
II. The author leads us through the trauma with a
careful eye for detail. His report was so well
received that he won a Pulitzer prize for journal-
ism.

Emergency at Sea1

by George Weller
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knees already crooked to sit down. The only way
anyone can be upright in the wardrooms is by
kneeling.

17 The operating table was just long enough
so that the patient’s head and feet reached the
two ends without hanging over.

18 First they got out a medical book and read
up on the appendix, while Rector, his face pale
with pain, lay in the narrow bunk. It was proba-
bly the most democratic surgical operation ever
performed. Everybody from box-plane man to the
cook in the galley knew his role.

19 The cook provided the ether mask. It was
an inverted tea strainer. They covered it with
gauze.

20 The twenty-three-year-old “surgeon” had,
as his staff of fellow “physicians,” all men his sen-
ior in age and rank. His anesthetist was
Communications Officer Lieutenant Franz
Hoskins of Tacoma, Washington.

21 Before they carried Rector to the ward-
room, the submarine captain, Lieutenant
Commander W. B. Ferrall of Pittsburgh, asked
Lipes as the “surgeon” to have a talk with the
patient.

22 “Look, Dean, I never did anything like this
before,” Lipes said. “You don’t have much chance
to pull through anyhow. What do you say?”

23 “I know just how it is, Doc.”
24 It was the first time in his life that any-

body had called Lipes “Doc.” But there was in
him, added to the steadiness that goes with a
submariner’s profession, a new calmness.

25 The operating staff adjusted gauze masks
while members of the engine-room crew pulled
tight their reversed pajama coats over their
extended arms. The tools were laid out. They
were far from perfect or complete for a major
operation. The scalpel had no handle.

26 But submariners are used to “rigging”
things. The medicine chest had plenty of hemo-
stats, which are small pincers used for closing
blood vessels. The machinist “rigged” a handle for
the scalpel from a hemostat.

27 When you are going to have an operation,
you must have some kind of antiseptic agent.
Rummaging in the medicine chest, they found
sulfanilamide tablets and ground them to pow-
der. One thing was lacking: there was no means of
holding open the wound after the incision had
been made. Surgical tools used for this are called
“muscular retractors.” What would they use for
retractors? There was nothing in the medicine
chest that gave the answer, so they went as usual

to the cook’s galley.
28 In the galley they found tablespoons made

of Monel metal. They bent these at right angles
and had their retractors.

29 Sterilizers? They went to one of the greasy
copper-colored torpedoes waiting beside the tubes.
They milked alcohol from the torpedo mechanism
and used it as well as boiling water.

30 The light in the wardroom seemed insuffi-
cient; operating rooms always have big lamps. So
they brought one of the big floods used for night
loadings and rigged it inside the wardroom’s slop-
ing ceiling.

31 The moment for the operation had come.
Rector, very pale and stripped, stretched himself
out on the wardroom table under the glare of the
lamps.

32 Rubber gloves dipped in torpedo alcohol
were drawn upon the youthful “Doc’s” hands.
The fingers were too long. The rubber ends drib-
bled limply over.

33 Rector on the wardroom table wet his lips,
glancing a side look at the tea-strainer ether
mask.

34 With his superior officers as his subordi-
nates, Lipes looked into their eyes, nodded, and
Hoskins put the tea mask down over Rector’s
face. No words were spoken. Hoskins already
knew from the book that he should watch
Rector’s eye pupils dilate.

35 Then the twenty-three-year-old “surgeon,”
following the ancient hand rule, put his little fin-
ger on Rector’s subsiding umbilicus, his thumb on
the point of the hipbone, and, by dropping his
index finger straight down, found the point where
he intended to cut. At his side stood Lieutenant
Norvell Ward of Indian Head, Maryland, who was
his assistant surgeon.

36 “I chose him for his coolness and depend-
ability,” said the Doc afterward of his superior
officer. “He acted as my third and fourth hands.“

37 Lieutenant Ward’s job was to place table-
spoons in Rector’s side as Lipes cut through suc-
cessive layers of muscles.

38 Engineering Officer Lieutenant S. Manning
of Cheraw, South Carolina, took the job which in
a normal operating room is known as “circulating
nurse.” His job was to see that packets of sterile
dressings kept coming and that the torpedo alco-
hol and boiling water arrived regularly from the
galley.

39 They had what is called an “instrument
passer” in Chief Yeoman H. F. Wieg of Sheldon,
North Dakota, whose job was to keep the
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tablespoons coming and coming clean. Submarine
Skipper Ferrall too had his part. They made him
“recorder.” It was his job to keep count of the
sponges that went into Rector. A double count of
the tablespoons used as retractors was kept: one
by the skipper and one by the cook, who was him-
self passing them out from the galley.

40 It took Lipes in his flap-finger rubber
gloves nearly twenty minutes to find the appen-
dix.

41 “I have tried one side of the caecum,” he
whispered after the first minutes. “Now, I’m try-
ing the other.”

42 Whispered bulletins seeped down into the
engine room and the crews’ quarters.

43 “The Doc has tried one side of something
and now is trying the other side.”

44 After more search, Lipes finally whispered,
“I think I’ve got it. It’s curled way into the blind
gut.”

45 Lipes was using the classical McBurney’s
incision. Now was the time when his shipmate’s
life was completely in his hands.

46 “Two more spoons.” They passed the word
to Lieutenant Ward.

47 “Two spoons at 1445 hours (2:45 p.m.),”
wrote Skipper Ferrall on his note pad.

48 “More flashlights. And another battle
lantern,” demanded Lipes.

49 The patient’s face, lathered with white
petrolatum, began to grimace.

50 “Give him more ether,” ordered the Doc.
51 Hoskins looked doubtfully at the original

five pounds of ether now shrunk to hardly three
quarters of one can, but once again the tea
strainer was soaked in ether. The fumes mounted
up, thickening the wardroom air and making the
operating staff giddy.

52 “Want those blowers speeded up?” the
Captain asked the Doc.

53 The blowers began to whir louder.
54 Suddenly came the moment when the Doc

reached out his hand, pointing the needle thread-
ed with twenty-day chromic catgut.

55 One by one the sponges came out. One by
one the tablespoons bent into right angles were
withdrawn and returned to the galley. At the end
it was the Skipper who nudged Lipes and pointed
to the talley of bent tablespoons. One was miss-
ing. Lipes reached into the incision for the last
time and withdrew the wishboned spoon and
closed the incision.

56 They even had the tool ready to cut off the
thread. It was a pair of fingernail scissors, well
scalded in water and torpedo juice.

57 At that moment the last can of ether went
dry. They lifted up Rector and carried him into
the bunk of Lieutenant Charles K. Miller of
Williamsport, Pennsylvania. Lieutenant Miller
alone had had control of the ship as diving officer
during the operation.

58 It was half an hour after the last table-
spoon had been withdrawn that Rector opened his
eyes. His first words were, “I’m still in there
pitching.”

59 By that time the sweat-drenched officers
were hanging up their pajamas to dry. It had
taken the amateurs about two and a half hours
for an operation ordinarily requiring forty-five
minutes.

60 “It wasn’t one of those ‘snappy valve’
appendixes,” murmured Lipes apologetically as he
felt the first handclasps upon his shoulders.

61 Within a few hours, the bow and stern
planesmen who, under Lieutenant Miller’s direc-
tion, had kept the submarine from varying more
than half a degree vertically in 150 minutes below
the stormy sea, came around to receive Rector’s
wink of thanks.

Answer these questions.

1. What is this article about?

2. What paragraph first states what this article is about?

3. From this paragraph, write the sentence that could be considered the thesis of the article.
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4. List six of the innovations that were made for this operation.

5. How long did the surgery take?

6. The body of this article ends with paragraph 59. How does the writer lead into his conclusion?

LOOKING BACK

Match the magazine with its description.

7. the first published magazine; lasted three months a. Saturday Evening Post

8. begun in 1883 for ladies b. Ladies’ Home Journal

9. begun as a literary magazine; first edited by a poet c. Harper’s Weekly

10. most popular Canadian newsmagazine d. McClure’s Magazine

11. was sold below actual cost to be affordable e. American Magazine

12. begun in 1850 for information and entertainment f. Reader’s Digest

13. highest in sales nationwide g. Maclean’s Magazine

14. highest subscription rate among newsmagazines h. Atlantic Monthly

15. a picture magazine; discontinued because of TV i. Time

Complete the guidelines for a Christian to follow regarding magazines and other literature.

16. Christians need to hold high for what they read.

17. Christians need to be wise of and .


